Protecting patients’ skin – keeping theatres safe and dry

Aladín’s magic lies in its ability to noiselessly absorb any quantity of liquid that spills on the floor, regardless of how many people or items of equipment are standing on it.

It is specifically designed for operations requiring serum use such as arthroscopies and endoscopies and in urology and gynaecology. It is also ideal for areas involving multiple patients: A&E, trauma areas, birthing suites and C-section rooms.

Absorbing from below means that Aladín performs a double function: it absorbs spilled liquid and keeps floors dry. It does away with the need for collection bags and makes it easier to move and work around the patient.

- Super-absorbent
- Impermeable
- Disposable

The full size table/ trolley sheet can also double as a transfer sheet (max patient weight 150kg).

Tritón is an absorbent, impermeable, and disposable sheet developed specifically for use in theatre. It prevents the operating table from becoming soiled or wet, while keeping the patient’s skin completely dry.

No need for multiple layers of green sheets, underpads and plastic, Tritón absorbs and retains fluids, even when pressure is applied. This is because its absorbent layers turn into hydrogel – a metre² sheet can draw in over three litres of fluid.

Tritón is particularly useful for operating tables and delivery beds: by preventing contamination, it reduces the need to use strong disinfectants which can damage mats and table parts.

It is also ideal for use in treatment or plaster rooms, and for tables used for gynaecological examinations, urology procedures and biopsies.

Available in three convenient sizes, Tritón helps protect the patient’s skin from sores as it dries completely, barely a minute after getting wet.

- Super-absorbent
- Impermeable
- Disposable

The full size table/ trolley sheet can also double as a transfer sheet (max patient weight 150kg).

Non-slip for safety, Aladín has a cushioned surface which gives the added bonus of making floors more comfortable to stand on.

No more pools of liquid on the operating theatre floor

Aladin’s magic lies in its ability to noiselessly absorb any quantity of liquid that spills on the floor, regardless of how many people or items of equipment are standing on it.

It is specifically designed for operations requiring serum use such as arthroscopies and endoscopies and in urology and gynaecology. It is also ideal for areas involving multiple patients: A&E, trauma areas, birthing suites and C-section rooms.

Absorbing from below means that Aladín performs a double function: it absorbs spilled liquid and keeps floors dry. It does away with the need for collection bags and makes it easier to move and work around the patient.

- Super-absorbent
- Non-slip
- Disposable

Non-slip for safety, Aladín has a cushioned surface which gives the added bonus of making floors more comfortable to stand on.
Tritón Disposable Absorbent Sheets

Absorption up to 3.5 litres of liquid per metre²

- Keeps patients' skin dry
- Protects the operating table
- Doubles as a transfer sheet up to 150kg

Advantages

- Totally dry in 1 minute
- Keeps the operating table clean
- Saves on green sheets, underpads and plastic

Description | Code
--- | ---
Tritón Impermeable and Absorbent Full Table/Trolley Sheet – 140cms x 200cms – Disposable (Box of 60) | 55810
Tritón Impermeable and Absorbent Half Table Sheet – 140cms x 100cms – Disposable (Box of 60) | 55814
Tritón Impermeable and Absorbent Small Sheet – 50cms x 43cms – Disposable (Box of 180) | 55815

Aladín Disposable Absorbent Floor Mats

Noiseless unlimited absorption

- Keeps the theatre floor dry
- Keeps the theatre floor clean
- Avoids use of collection bags and floor fluid suction devices

Advantages

- Keeps patients' skin dry
- Protects the operating table
- Doubles as a transfer sheet up to 150kg

Description | Code
--- | ---
Aladín Absorbent Theatre Floor Mat with Perimeter Overlap and Vacuum Connection – 140cms x 70cms – Disposable (Box of 5) | 55805
Aladín Absorbent Theatre Floor Mat with Perimeter Overlap, Fluid Collector Sheet and Vacuum Connection – 140cms x 70cms – Disposable (Box of 5) | 55806